Vendor Contact Information:

Chairs:

**Carolina Business Interiors (Knoll Dealer)**

*Liz McLean*

919-695-4329 Office  
919-219-2725 Direct

**PMC Commercial Interiors (Haworth Dealer, formerly known as Price Modern)**

*Heather Sevier*

919.228.4008 Office  
919.278.6734 Direct

**Alfred Williams (Herman Miller Dealer)**

Hospital:  

*Amy Hines*

919-459-3296 Direct

University:  

*Lee Carr*

919.493.6508 Direct

**Humanscale (Chair and Ergonomic Office Products)**

*Rob Benson*

919-949-7050 Direct

**Storr Office Environments (Chair and Ergonomic Office Products)**

Hospital:  

*Rob Cardone*

919-451-8673 Direct

University:  

*Kendell Pardue Tuttle*

704-657-4844 Direct

**Ergonomic Office Products**

Office Relief *Eric Jonson*

877-919-1190 ext. 221 Office

Kinesis *Russ Hitt*

800.454.6374 X529 Office

**Edge Office** *Kay Davis*

919-906-6603 Direct